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Music Week: Yummy English Snack
Yummy English Snack’s “Cool Songs Collection & Times Table Fun” is a
completely nontraditional set written by teacher William Avery. Inspired by his years
teaching ESL in Taiwan, William wrote catchy learning poems and then set them to
music. He makes learning delicious enough that my two year old sings his
multiplication tables though he obviously has no idea what multiplication is. Listen to
song samples here and buy it at CD Baby.
Win it! To enter to win your own copy, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on
January 19, 2009.
Posted on January 16th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | No Comments »

Music Week: One Night in Frogtown
“When a saxophone-playing tadpole sets out to jam with the big
frogs, he finds that making friends can be harder than making
music.” “One Night in Frogtown” combines a colourfully
illustrated book with a lively read-and-sing-along CD. Both the
book and the CD are equally enjoyable on their own. Narrated by
blues artist Curtis Salgado, it tells the story of Tad, a young
tadpole saxophone player traveling the pond to venues such as the
Toadstool Tavern and the Lily Pad Club in his quest to find his
place in the musical world. Through his travels he learns to
appreciate classical, jazz, R & B,,and hip-hop styles - a great
metaphor for the value of cultural diversity. It sells for only $19.99
(autographed first edition!) from the Frogtown Central shop.
Win it! To enter to win your own copy, leave a comment on
this post before noon mst on January 19, 2009.
Posted on January 15th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | 34 Comments »

Music Week! Gunnar Madsen: I’m Growing
Gunnar Madsen is more than just a kids’ musician. He’s a screenwriter,
playwright, and more. He originally made it big as the founder of the a
capella group The Bobs (which earned him a Grammy nomination) but
his kids music is evidence that he’s doing what he should be doing. It’s
sometimes goofy, sometimes tender, and all the time fun. Cutest Little
Guy is my son’s fave (I think he things they’re talking about him!) but I
really liked Always on the Bottom for the way it pokes fun (gently) at
type A parenting & reminds us to be happy when our kids are happily
average.
I’m Growing is available at CD Baby.
Win it! To enter to win your own copy, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on
January 19, 2009.
Posted on January 14th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | 45 Comments »

Music Week! Music for a Green Planet
Music for a Green Planet is the brainchild of Hayes Greenfield, a producer,
composer, saxophonist, filmmaker, bandleader, and educator who has been
active on the New York City jazz scene since the late ‘70s. The mission of
his newest CD is one of the greatest I’ve seen. (How many CD’s actually
have a mission aside from getting people to listen?)
* To celebrate, and raise awareness about green renewable energy.
* To create a consciousness of waste reduction.
* To inspire protectiveness of our world’s natural resources.
* To bolster resolve to decrease our carbon footprints, by committing to a mindset of reduce, re-use
and recycle.
* To embrace the knowledge and responsibility that the Green revolution is to our time and future
generations, what the industrial revolution has been for the last 150 years.
“We’ll Be a Part of the Solution,” sung to the tune of “She’ll Be Coming Around The Mountain,” is
an anthem around our home now.
We’ll be cruising in our hybrids when she comes
We’ll be getting better mileage when she comes
We’ll be a part of the solution
Cause we’re making less pollution
We’ll be cruising in our hybrids when she comes
This is an awesome CD that is a joy to listen to and a great teaching tool for young and old.

Music for a Green Planet is available at CD Baby.
Win it! To enter to win your own copy, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on
January 19, 2009.
Posted on January 14th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | 39 Comments »

Music Week! Putumayo: Sesame Street Playground
Sesame Street Playground from Putumayo Kids is a CD/DVD set
featuring songs and music videos from Sesame Street productions
around the world. It’s a new release representing a shared mission of
Putumayo Kids and Sesame Workshop: “to reach children worldwide
and help children learn about and respect other cultures.” The package
includes a music CD with 13 songs featuring all of our favourite
Muppets and characters developed to reflect the unique cultural and
social development needs of children in each host country. You’ll hear
familiar tunes as well as original songs from international Sesame Street
shows in a variety of languages. The DVD features 5 music videos that
visit distant locales such as Russia, South Africa and Mexico.
My two year old loves this CD (and has never seen Sesame Street or Sesame Workshop) and I love
the memories that it brings back from my own Sesame filled childhood.
Posted on January 13th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | 6 Comments »

Music Week! Randy Kaplan: Loquat Rooftop
Randy Kaplan Junior’s second children’s CD, Loquat Rooftop, has
a sound like nothing I’ve heard in the kids’ tunes realm to date. It’s a
combination of blues & folk with a little bluegrass tossed in for good
measure. Randy has a unique ability to create awesome music out of
everyday topics like laundry & fire engines, and his songs are
definitely not just for kids. This was definitely one of my top ten
albums of 2008.
Loquat Rooftop is available from CD Baby.
Win it! To enter to win your own copy, leave a comment on
this post before noon mst on January 19, 2009.
Posted on January 13th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | 49 Comments »

Music Week: Spanglish Wrangler: Spanglish Sing-Along

Will Thomas is the Spanglish Wrangler and a father of two. His CD,
Spanglish Sing-Along!, is a great mix of bluesy performance & silly
songwriting that appeals to the whole family. The songs are all very
playful and the CD is full lof surprises like “Desayuno Boogie” which
is a celebration of breakfast and “Broccoli” in which a girl’s love of
the green tree leaves her begging for more. Spanglish Sing-Along is
available from CD Baby. With so many families intermixing two languages, the Spanglish Wrangler
is a welcome addition to the kids music scene.
Win it! To enter to win your own copy, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on
January 19, 2009.
Posted on January 12th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | 9 Comments »

Music Week! Mama Doni: I LOVE HERRING (& Other Fish
Shticks for Kids)
It’s time again to share with you some of my favourites of the tunes that have been filling the air
around here of late. As always, if we don’t like it you won’t hear about it here. At least one of the
reviews each day this week will be a music review, and all music giveaways that are part of this week
will end at noon next Monday.
Mama Doni is the stage name for New Jersey-based Doni Zasloff
Thomas, a super hip (& Jewish) mom of two young kids. While I’ve
never been and never will be Jewish, I am fascinated by all thing Jewish
and was just as fascinated while listening to her CD “I LOVE HERRING
(& Other Fish Shticks for Kids).” Whether you’re Jewish or not, there’s
no way you won’t dig this CD. With tunes like Funky Gold Menorah,
Jewperheroes & Fahklempt, it’ll have your whole family bopping right
along. If your children are Jewish they, in particular, would likely love
learning about their religion & culture from such a hip & modern chick.
The Chanukah EP and I LOVE HERRING are both available at CD Baby.
Win it! To enter to win your own copy, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on
January 19, 2009.
Posted on January 12th, 2009 in Giveaway!, Tunes | 42 Comments »

A Book Starring You!
My children love books. We read all the time. My daughter
likes books that include cats and creatures form the sea,
whereas my son likes trucks, diggers and animals to be part
of the story.

What if our children could be part of the story?
Little Bunny Press does just that - They publish customized
children’s books starring your child! I was fortunate enough
to be provided the opportunity to go through the process to
share with you.
You start off by heading to the Little Bunny Press website where you set up an account in minutes
then get to work customizing your book. I have to admit I got a little frustrated preparing the pictures.
For an extra $10, Little Bunny Press will prepare the photos for you, and if you do not have
experience with a program like Photoshop, I would really recommend paying the extra. However once
I got the pictures just right, the process was really smooth.
The book arrived very quickly, and during the holiday season no less, and it is truly gorgeous. It looks
and feels like any children’s book you would find in a bookstore. The best thing about this book is
what happens as you read the story. When your kids see themselves starring as the characters, you get
squeals of delight! My preschooler exclaimed me when she went on that adventure, “I didn’t know
that I have rode a submarine before, Mommy!” The kids totally enjoy the book and being the main
characters. We ordered the Underwater Adventure! book, as it included two main characters.
Oh! Did I mention the book is published on 100% recycled paper, using non-polluting renewable
resources to manufacture it? YEAH! All that and they sell for just $17.95. A green Mom’s dream for
books. This book will definitely be a favourite on our bookshelf for years to come. - by Chelle
Win it! We’re giving away a Little Bunny Press book of your choice. To enter, leave a
comment on this post after visiting
Little Bunny Press to choose which book you’d order should your comment be randomly
selected. Contest closes at noon mst on January 13, 2009.
Posted on January 9th, 2009 in Books & Other Reads, For Big Kids (6+), For PreSchoolers (3+), For
Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway! | 121 Comments »

Trebimbi Brings Fun Back to the Table.
Most kids, at some point or another, have issues at the
table. Whether it be manners, the picky disease, an
inability to sit or a diet of one or two items for weeks on
end. When you need a little extra something to make
meal time appealing, check out the Trebimbi Puppet Club
Table Set available from Goores for ~$45. (More product
selection available from Amazon - lucky Americans!)
Each Puppet Club Table Set includes a child-sized spoon,
fork and knife, eggcup, bowl and mug that are incredible
visually appealing to little eaters. Made in Italy, each
cutlery piece has a stainless steel body and a colored

polypropylene handle. Each piece has a cute smiling face
and the pieces can be locked together like a string of
paper dolls for easy storage or mealtime fun! All items
are dishwasher safe & recommended for kids aged two to six.
The Party Set sells for the same price at Goores and includes a funky plate, cup, knife, fork and
spoon. In this set all items are also dishwasher safe & recommended for kids aged two to six.
Save 10% on any Trebimbi order from Goores with the code top10tre.
Win it! We’ve got a Trebimbi Puppet Club Table Set valued at $44.99 in orange with
blue to give away. To enter, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on January 15,
2009.
Posted on January 8th, 2009 in Eats & Drinks, For PreSchoolers (3+), Gadgets & Goodies, Giveaway!
| 166 Comments »

Cutie and Patootie - Cuteness Overload!
I have to admit when I found out I was pregnant again, part of me was so
excited because I could shop for a baby again! There are so many amazing
places to get the cutest of the cute, but Cutie and Patootie has it all!
Cutie and Patootie, whose tagline is “trendy apparel for the one you love” is
truly a shopping haven! I absolutely love “window shopping” there. Not
only do they carry some seriously cute clothing for babies, they also stock
awesome goods for toddler and tweens! I absolutely adore the funky
rockstar tees and hoodies!
Cutie and Patootie also carries the funkiest baby carriers! If only I did not
have so many carriers, I would definitely be ordering one more (or two!)
With all the cuteness in the store, what really caught my eye was their
selection for gifts. The totally amazing trunks full of baby spa gear make me swoon! I personally
think it would be the perfect shower gift for any mom to be.
Cutie and Patootie was created by mom, Laura Minguzzi when she was expecting her daughter.
Everything in the store has a funky, beautiful, fashionable edge. The patterns and styles are totally
trendy yet still totally adorable for babies and kids.
The customer service was awesome. I received my package, beautifully wrapped in record time. If
you are looking for that perfect gift (Even for yourself!) make sure you check out Cutie and Patootie!
-by Chelle
Win it! We’re giving away a Bambini Spa Gift Valise in your choice of blue or pink,
valued at $75. To enter, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on January 14,
2009 with your choice of blue or pink and one other item from the Cutie and Patootie site

that you like.
Posted on January 7th, 2009 in For Babies (0-1), For Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway!, One Stop Shopping |
174 Comments »

Mod Up Your Baby Space With Kuster
You’d never know it from the sight of my living room after Christmas but I’m not
one for loud plastic kid paraphernalia. Kuster USA has a collection which, though
small, is perfect for the choosy parent.
The bath toy store ($24.99) is the perfect solution to my bath toy storage issues. It
consists of an outer basket similar to a plastic garbage can and an inner basket
with holes in to designed to scoop and hold wet toys and allow them to drain free
of water. It comes in three colours (pink/orange, cream/mint & blue/grey).
The Jelly Baby ($49.99) is a memory foam changing pad that is ergonomically
shaped to fit your baby. It measures 69cm (long) x 8cm (high) x 43cm (wide) which is large enough to
fit a toddlers upper body & butt comfortably but small enough that it’s not obtrusive and in the way.
It’s soft and gentle, free from PVC, easily wiped clean and the special high tech material is always
warm to the touch (even in the disgusting -30’s we’ve had here in the Great White North of late). It
comes in cream, pink & blue and a travel bag is included.
Kuster products, including the above two awesome products and three super cool looking high chairs
are available at Goores.
Save 10% on any Kuster order from Goores with the code top10off.
Win it! We’ve got a Jelly Baby change pad valued at $49.99 in cream to give away. To
enter, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on January 13, 2009.
Posted on January 6th, 2009 in Bath n' Potty, Giveaway! | 146 Comments »

Wee Hats for Wee Heads
The Canadian winter thus far has been less than
enjoyable. With decimeters of snow (that’s kind of like
feet everywhere in the world but in the US) and a wind
chill hitting -50 C we don’t go anywhere without our
skin covered. No matter the weather, though, a new
baby loses a lot of heat through their head and needs it
covered in all but the warmest of climates. When I had
my first child, I had a lot of outfits with accompanying
hats at the ready, but none of the hats fit. Luckily it
was late spring so I was alright without one since he
was tucked in a sling most of the time, but had it been

any time between September and April I’d have been desperate for some Wee Hats.
Developed by Paige Brown, a mom of two, when she brought her second child home from the
hospital like her brother before here with nothing to bedazzle her head but the tiny hospital toque, the
Wee Hat fits a newborn noggin perfectly, is warm and has no scratchy interior seams or tags. They’re
super soft, made of a cashmere-like 100% cotton sweater yarn and the colours & style are totally cute
& stylish. The chocolate brown that comes in each set is too cute for words. Each set of three hats
sells for $35 and is available from the Wee Hats site. They come in lovely gift packaging and would
make an awesome pre-birth shower gift. I, for one, am pumped that my next child won’t don a
hospital hat knit by well-meaning eighty year old women for more than the few moments that it takes
for us to change him or her into a Wee Hat.
Win it! We’re giving away your choice of a Wee Hat three pack. To enter, leave a
comment on this post with your colour choice before noon mst on January 12, 2009.
Posted on January 5th, 2009 in For Babies (0-1), Giveaway!, wearables | 115 Comments »

Happy New Year!
Over the last 2+ years, we’ve posted over 630 reviews & hosted what we think are some pretty
freaking awesome giveaways of some pretty freaking awesome stuff from the web, much of it made
by parents just like us.
We thank you for supporting our sponsors & the companies who offer you a chance to win their items
just for taking a look at their site & making a comment, and thank you for spending a little of your
daily interweb time with us.
We’ll be back on Monday, January 5th, 2009 with our daily reviews & giveaways.
Happy New Year!

Posted on December 31st, 2008 in Admin | Comments Off

Child to Cherish
I understand that for many people, custom hand
castings are out of range financially - believe me, I
understand. That doesn’t mean that we all don’t want
& deserve a permanent memory of our children’s
precious little bits that’s more than a tempera paint
handprint on paper.
Child to Cherish offers a large selection of very
affordable & unique yet functional children’s
keepsakes and gifts designed to capture precious
moments in time.
The Child to Cherish collection includes timeless treasures such as their popular Block to Grow On
($20.99) and Handprint Tower of Time ($24.99). We have the tower of time for our daughter and love
it. It retails for just $24.99 and includes a tin for each year (1-5) filled with nontoxic plaster to mix &
create a lasting impression of your child’s handprint, super easy instructions and a decorative ribbon
to press into the base of each print if you choose. The tower stacks sturdily and takes up very little
space for such a great memento of childhood. If you’re looking for a more recession-friendly way to
remember those little hands, I highly encourage you to check out
Child to Cherish and the Handprint Tower of Time.
Save 10% on any order from www.childtocherish.com with the code top10.
Win it! We’re giving away a tower of time handprint set in your choice of style to one
lucky reader. To enter, let us know which one you’d like and also another item from the

Child to Cherish site that you like. Contest closes at noon mst on January 6, 2008.
Posted on December 30th, 2008 in Random Reviews | 17 Comments »

Freeze a Moment in Time With Wee Piggies & Paws
Let me preface this with a little grain of truth - I don’t particularly enjoy disembodied baby hands on a
mantle.
There, I feel better now.
I’ve always found body part casting a little creepy so it was with a wee
bit (heh) of trepidation that I agreed to review Wee Piggies & Paws.
When I looked through their products, I noticed several that seemed
much less disembodied than others. We went with a triple window
shadow box holding casts of both of our childrens’ hands and an image
of the two of them in the center. That’s mine pictured at right, and it’s
much, much nicer in person. I knew it would be nice after seeing a
sample, but I had no idea the emotion it would bring out in me when I
looked at it each day. It’s truly stunning. The franchisee in my local
area, as with all of them, was very well trained & supported by the
company (Need a new business, mama? Check out Wee Piggies!). She
welcomed us into her home and took care to ensure my children both
felt comfortable putting their hands into the “goo” to make the mold.
Being that neither of my children ever stay still for a moment, and
really didn’t when she was casting them either, I thought for sure we’d
have a few blurred & mushy fingers but the details are awesome. The
hands look like, well…their hands. Exactly. I can see their fingerprints, and can even see where my
son had recently chewed his fingernails. Gross habit - great memory.
The shadow boxes start at $150 and range to over $250 for the triple window. It may seem
extravagant at the time, and I likely wouldn’t have paid it in the past, but now that I’ve seen what is
possible I’ll be contacting Wee Piggies without hesitation if I have more children. If you’re hesitating,
know that you will never regret the investment in memories, though I do personally recommend the
shadowboxes over the statues, simply because it’s nice to have them enclosed & hanging on the wall
as opposed to collecting dust on the mantle or bookshelf.
They also offer baby shoe bronzing and a gorgeous selection of ornaments.
If you’re in to disembodied, though, they sell for $130. Don’t worry - I won’t judge.
Seriously - if you’ve got a little one or a bun in the oven, think about contacting your local Wee
Piggies rep. There are over 50 locations across Canada. You’ll love what they can do for you.
Posted on December 29th, 2008 in Decor & More, For Babies (0-1) | 1 Comment »

I’m So Excited About Excite Books!
“Children are made readers on the laps of their parents.”
— Emilie Buchwald
My husband and I appreciate the importance of reading to our son. It’s the single most effective way
to instill a lifelong love for books and it only takes twenty minutes a day. My son definitely has his
favorite books, but I like to switch them out on occasion so he is exposed to a variety of sights,
sounds, colors, and textures.
If you like Netflix, you’ll love Excite Books, an inspirational company whose aim is
simple, yet profound. “Educate kids via EXCITEMENT through READING,
then EXCITEMENT through GIVING.” This subscription-based service encourages
parents and children to donate any of the books they no longer want to a library or a
school instead of mailing them back to the company. The company will send you a
preadressed/prepaid envelope to gift the books and a receipt for your tax deductible
donation. You can choose from three subscription options but the 3 book option offers
the most in terms of value for your money. For a very reasonable monthly fee ($14.95
+$4.95 SH), your child will receive the following “exciting” package:
3 Excite Books
1 Excite Educational Activity
8 Free Gifts including Kid’s Pilot Wings, Space Shuttle Cockpit Poster, 3 reading completion stickers,
a personalized message, a reading progress calendar, and a movable propeller airplane glider.
What I like the most about Excite Books is that the books are selected based on the age or grad level
of your child. My son received the toddler package which included 3 Disney books and a fun Sticker
Activity book along with the gifts mentioned above. It arrived in a shiny red envelope and of course
my son exclaimed…”Oh wow!” I know my husband and I are doing something right since my son is
constantly bringing us books to read to him.
Children love getting gifts and packages, especially when it comes in the mail. It makes them feel
very special. The books your child will receive are well-known, hand-picked by educators, and
certain to evoke adventure, surprises, and excitement. The reading progress calendar is great because
children are able to visualize what they have accomplished and get rewarded for it.
Right now you can sign up for a risk-free free trial that will include everything mentioned above
($4.95 S&H fee not included). Simply return the books if they don’t “wow” you or your children. By Caryn
Win it! We’re giving away an exciting Excite books package: Three books in the age
category of the winner’s choice accompanied by eight free gifts. To enter, visit the Excite
Books site and come back to comment letting us know your choice of age category and a
book or two from this page you think your child would like to read. Contest closes at

noon mst on January 1, 2009.
Posted on December 26th, 2008 in Books & Other Reads, For Babies (0-1), For Big Kids (6+), For
PreSchoolers (3+), For Toddlers (1-3), For Tweens, Giveaway! | 91 Comments »

What are you doing here?
We hope you’re all enjoying a wonderful, relaxing &
love-filled day with your family and not reading this.
Merry Christmas!
Posted on December 25th, 2008 in Admin | 1 Comment »

Save the Pandas with Xeko Mission
China
We’ve told you about
the awesome Xeko
missions from Matter
Group in the past and
are super excited
about the newest one.
Mission: China is the
newest edition of
Xeko, the awardwinning trading card
game that introduces
kids to threatened species and the world’s conservation hotspots. This mission includes many
fascinating endangered anumals like the Giant Panda, Snow Leopard, and King Cobra.
The Xeko Mission: China starter set comes packaged in an awesome pagoda-shaped box decorated
with animals from China’s habitats and dragon illustrations. The starter set retails for $24.99. Booster
packs of 9 cards are available for $3.99.
A new line of eco-friendly plush, the Xeko Pals, also debuted this fall. They’re based on the most
popular characters from the game and are made with soy and certified organic cotton “fur” and filled
with soy-based stuffing. The toys each feature “mission codes” that allow kids to play their missions
at xeko.com.
Win it! We’re giving away a Xeko Mission: China package valued at $45 including the
starter kit and Xeko Pals Panda to a lucky randomly selected winner. To enter, leave a
comment on this post before noon mst on December 31/08.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED

Posted on December 24th, 2008 in For Big Kids (6+), Giveaway!, Toys & Games & Just For Fun |
119 Comments »

Growing Up with Sugarplum Dreams
Having a portable record of your child’s growth over their young years is priceless. I am
amazed when I look at the growth chart on my son’s bedroom wall, and he’s only two and a
half. As we continue to mark it over the years, we’re creating memories. Memories that
don’t include taking a piece of door moulding with us when we move.
I’ve been looking for one for my daughter but unfortunately the awesome one we have for
my son has been discontinued. I left it alone for nearly a year because I just couldn’t find
what I was looking for. Now she’s the proud owner of a growth chart from Sugarplum
Dreams and it’s a great addition to the decor of her room…and to our memory making.
We’ve got the “My Japanese Garden” one, pictured at right, and it’s gorgeous. It sells for
$54, but you’re going to want to splurge the extra $10 to get it personalized unless you’re
sure you can make a beautiful match on your own. My daughter’s name is printed in a
beautiful blue matching the blue flower on the chart and it looks perfect.
The charts feel like a laminated canvas - heavy enough to be sturdy but light enough to hang
on just one nail. There are holes in all four corners so you can choose to hang it from a
ribbon (as pictured, but the ribbon is not included), on nails or tacks, or with any other hanging device
you can dream up.
Let me share this bit of wisdom with you if you’re on your first child: No matter how much you think
you will, you will NOT remember how small they were. Get a growth chart like this and you’ll have a
tangible memory when your own fades.
Save 15% on any purchase over $50 with the code TOP15.
Win it! We’ve got a growth chart of your choice inscribed with the name of your choice
to give away! To enter, let us know the style & name for inscription. Contest closes at
noon mst on December 30, 2008
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 23rd, 2008 in Decor & More, For Babies (0-1), For Big Kids (6+), For
PreSchoolers (3+), For Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway!, Special Offer | 97 Comments »

Kids Build Character with Life’s Building Blocks
One of the trends I’ve noticed in children over the years - in my classroom and
elsewhere, and it’s not a good one, is that many of them are less than empathetic
(insert your own pet peeve here - respectful of adults is another one I’ve noticed). I
don’t know the reason. More parents working long hours? Parents trying to be

friends instead of parents?
Whatever the reason, the things that are suffering are all character traits that we, as a
human race, should be concerned about.
Life’s Building Blocks is a company founded by Vikash and Juli Sanyal, two SoCal
parents. Their goal was to develop character building products that would be fun for
kids and easy for parents to use and they’ve succeeded with their award-winning
lineup of age appropriate products.
In addition to creating Zaki, my child’s favourite lovable, talking, plush “character
chameleon,” they placed Zaki in the midst of the Spruce Street Six — a group of
best friends in the third grade. In the stories, the friends who make up The Spruce Street Six encounter
many of the common ethical challenges that confront children everywhere. The stories highlight both
the strengths, weaknesses and virtues of each of the children making them seem very real to the
children reading. Because of that, the ethical decisions made in the book are easily transferred to the
decisions they are faced with in their daily lives.
Zaki himself is geared toward children aged 3-6. My three year old is just at the youngest appropriate
age and he loves it, but I can see how he will grow into using it more often. Actually I can see us
pulling out Zaki as a teaching tool when we need to readdress some of the basic character issues. He
sings “Zaki’s song” and has six short stories and rhymes starring the Spruce Street Six programmed
into his innards. The best part of “Storytelling Zaki”, in my opinion, are the fins on his back which
change colors when the kids are in situations where they should stop (red), slow down and think
(yellow), or go for it (green)! It was the first thing to get the attention of my son and definitely the part
that kept it. It gave us the opportunity to chat about the situations in the stories and ensure that he
actually understood the thought processes going on in the characters. Zaki sells for $30.
The Spruce Street Six Chapter Books, for ages 6-9, feature characters Honest Jake, Jessica the Brave,
Calm Carlos, Lauren Never Quits, Jarrett the Just and Kind Shawnie who, with Zaki’s help and their
own consciences, take readers on fun adventures that use real dilemmas & ethical problem solving
skills teach character building while they enjoy a good book. They sell for $6 a piece.
The related Spruce Street Six Activity Books help reinforce the moral lessons learned in the books via
puzzles, short stories, word searches and crack coded messages. They also sell for $6 each
I’m glad to see more products that do more than sing songs and blink, and character building is one of
the most valuable goals for a toy that I’ve seen yet.
Save 20% off a purchase of $15 or more with the code top20 through 12/31.
Win it! Thanks to Life’s Building Block’s we’re giving away one of each of these
awesome character building products to one lucky winner. To enter, leave a comment on
this post before noon mst on December 29, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED - Congrats to Beth!

Posted on December 22nd, 2008 in Books & Other Reads, For Big Kids (6+), For PreSchoolers (3+),
Giveaway!, Special Offer | 115 Comments »

Didi & Ditto Preschool - Another Hit for Kutoka
Kutoka Interactive has some awesome options for kids of all ages (we reviewed one of the games in
their Mia series here)
We’ve now been playing a game from the grade based
learning series, Didi & Ditto, with my three year old
for a few weeks now and it’s something he asks for
every day. The subtitle of the preschool game is
Mother Nature’s Visit, and it’s targeted at children ages
two to four years old. Didi & Ditto is also available for
kindergarten and grade one.
It caught my 3 year old’s attention instantly (while still in the box, even) and kept it for a long time.
There are sixteen engaging activity options related to pre-reading, pre-math, science, music and art.
Didi and Ditto are brother & sister twins who are preparing to welcome Mother Nature’s visit to their
hometown. Smart Valley is a crazy place where spiral trees and goofy folks are everywhere you look.
“Zolt, a sneaky purple wolf, is trying to ruin the party by breaking all of the musical instruments and
hiding all of the food. He then plans to step in and be the hero when Mother Nature arrives. Didi and
Ditto notice that Zolt is acting strange and decide to keep an eye on him. It is up to the player to
decide which beaver will watch Zolt very carefully while the other one helps Hootdini get ready for
the festivities. In the game, children will work on recognizing letters and numbers, counting,
classifying, identifying shapes and sounds, as well as developing observation abilities, understanding
oral instructions, and more. These skills are seamlessly incorporated into the game play as the player
helps Didi and Ditto.” Children can choose to play the game as either Didi or Ditto which, though a
simple choice, is a very big thing for a three year old.
The suggested retail price is $20 U.S. and $30 CDN. I would never have thought to buy my three year
old a computer game, but now that we’ve played this one we’ll definitely be buying the subsequent
ones when the time comes and wouldn’t hesitate to buy another Kutoka game at any time. -by Betty
Win it! We’ve got a game of Didi & Ditto Preschool to give to one T.O.P. reader. To
enter, simply leave a comment on this post before noon mst on December 24, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 19th, 2008 in For PreSchoolers (3+), For Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway!, Software |
96 Comments »

Cruising in Style with the Mutsy 4 Rider
Living in what some might consider the Timbuktu of the Canadian prairies, I’ve never

before seen a Mutsy stroller in my neck of the woods.
For the past while, we’ve been cruising the town in our new 4 Rider and have been
getting looks left, right & center.
Looks that say “Where on earth did you get that beautiful machine, and where can I
get mine?”
The Mutsy 4 Rider arrives in three rather large boxes (chassis & wheels in one, seat in
another and bassinet in another). That may be a concern if you have a compact vehicle
and you’re buying at a retail store instead of online (but why when you can get free
shipping?) but I didn’t think the boxes together were much larger than the one huge
box that my good old travel system of years gone by came in.
My two year old and I opened the boxes and had the 4 Rider assembled in no more
than 5 minutes. The four wheels popped on the aluminum chassis in seconds and
clicked in easily. We opened up the chassis & clicked it into the locked position (again - in seconds).
From there, we grabbed the seat out of the other box and clicked it in to the chassis. Ta da - stroller.
No tools, no fuss.
The 4 Rider comes standard with both a bassinet and seat, which can be clicked in facing forward or
backward. Also available, ordered separately, are a dinner tray (the standard is simply a padded bar),
footmuffs, a step-up board which converts the 4 Rider into a stand & ride for two children, a Fun Seat,
raincovers, 2 types of bags, and an attachment which allows a standard Graco carseat to snap in.
There’s also a sitter available that turns the 4 Rider seat into a bouncer/rocker for your home.
The handle is telescoping to 5 positions which allows both my husband and I, a foot apart in height,
ample comfort in pushing it.
The single spoke wheels have pneumatic tires for awesome comfort & a cool minimalistic modern
look. It comes with a mini pump which tucks away attached inside the basket for pumping
emergencies. The front wheels are fully swiveling making this stroller exceptionally maneuverable
and the wide wheel base make it extremely stable. The Mutsy 4Rider is quick to fold with or without
the bassinet or seat attached to the frame.
The 4 Rider weighs 23.2 lbs - not light but certainly doable - and folds to approximately 41 x 25×12
inches. You’re likely going to want a smaller & lighter stroller like the Mutsy Spider for quick trips &
rides in other people’s teeny vehicles.
The 4 Rider is available in Canada from Macklem’s in Toronto, but it appears they only sell over the
phone. There are also a few other retail locations in the great white north. Online you can order from
Baby Guru ($929 Cdn). In the US you can find Mutsy products on sites all over the web, including
Goores (the 4 rider is currently ~$575) and, as with everything including the kitchen sink, you lucky
Americans can get it from Amazon. Mutsy products are also available in several brick and mortar
stores across the US.
Save 10% on any Mutsy order from Goores with the code topmu.

Win it! We’re giving away a very portable Mutsy Spider to one randomly selected
commenter. To enter, visit the Mutsy site to see some of the amazing products & features
offered by the brand. Come back and comment with your impressions, your faves, your
suggestions…anything! Contest closes at noon mst on December 25, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 18th, 2008 in Giveaway!, In The Great Outdoors, Out For a Stroll (strollers &
other modes of transportation), Travel | 172 Comments »

Belli Body Care - Safe Pampering for Everyone
We all know that babies need to be pampered - both in skin and in spirit.
We mamas, though, are often a little neglected in the self-care arena and
there’s no time we need it more than when we’re raising young children.
However, with the heightened concern about chemicals in body care
products it can be tough to find pampering items that are sure to be safe.
It’s hard to relax when you could be giving your child cancer or changing
the structure of your own ovarian cells.
(I happen to know there are still a lot of people out there who think that
products such as those that rhyme with Dohnson and Gahveeno are safe.
No, my friends. Throw them away.)
The Belli Baby collection is the only brand in the world that teratology
screens every product, ensuring that none of their products contain
ingredients linked to birth defects. Even organic brands contain ingredients
like aloe vera, which is a teratogen and should be avoided during
pregnancy. Belli is the only baby collection free of ALL xenoestrogens (ingredients that mimic
estrogen and can cause problems with reproductive development) and not just the highly publicized
phthalates. The Belli Motherhood collection is LACTMED screened to ensure safety for nursing
moms and their babies. Due to their unprecedented safety standards, they are the #1 OB/Gyn
recommended brand in the US and Australia.
Now that I’ve found some strong reassurance in Belli Skin Care, I’m happy to report that both my
children and myself are getting some much needed safe pampering. My baby girl is tickled pink with
her massages using her Nourish Me enriched body lotion ($19). It’s lightly chamomile scented and,
after the initial ticklish giggling subsides, is wonderfully relaxing.
Every new mom needs to check out the Belli eye brightening cream ($37). Even if it’s psychological
(which I’m fairly confident it’s not) I love the way my eyes look when I remember to use this on a
regular basis. The dark circle, while still puffy with lack of rest, are noticeably lighter and I’d swear
the fine lines are less visible.
During & after pregnancy, we could all use the Stretch Mark Minimizing Cream ($52). This healing

skin repair treatment is specifically formulated to decrease the appearance of existing stretchmarks.
Applied to stretchmarks morning and night for 4 weeks postpartum and then once daily until desired
results are achieved, it has been clinically shown to reduce stretchmark length and irregular surface
area by up to 52% and stretchmark depth by up to 72%.
No matter what you’re looking for, the large selection of products for both mamas & babes in the
Belli Skin Care line has likely got you all covered. And covered safely, which is really the most
important thing.
Win it! We’re giving away full size bottles of each of the three above products with a
total value of $108. To enter, you need to go browse the Belli Skin Care Line and
comment here with at least one additional product the piques your interest before noon
mst on December 24, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 17th, 2008 in Beauty, Skin Care & Other Such Stuff, For Babies (0-1), For Big
Kids (6+), For Mom, For PreSchoolers (3+), For Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway! | 163 Comments »

Kids are Turning Green
It was only a couple of months ago that we reviewed the first
book from The Little Environmentalists. Their new book, I’m
Turning Green, is perhaps even better than the last.
Retailing for just $7.95, the newly released I’m Turning Green
is a great book to educate even the youngest of children about
the ways even someone their size can make a positive impact on
our beautiful planet. It gives kids tips to conserve energy, water,
and natural resources. As a little girl turns green from head to
toe, kids learn that the little things that they do around the home
can actually help save the planet that they live on. Each page
consists of a statement about something a child can do…“I help
to recycle our glass, aluminum and paper. What do I see
happening to me? All of a sudden I see my arms turning green!” and an additional ‘Did you know?’
fact that can start some great ongoing conversations around environmental protection at the child &
family level. We’re thoroughly enjoying this book and I’m sure your family would too. Just be
prepared to be nagged whenever you forget to be a good environmental steward.
Win it! We’ve got a copy of this book to give away to a reader. To enter, leave a
comment on this post before noon mst on December 18, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 16th, 2008 in Books & Other Reads, Educational, Giveaway! | 41 Comments »

Dat Was Santa, Mommy! He said “Ho Ho Ho!”"
We spent an afternoon a couple of weeks ago at the
mall with friends doing some shopping and visiting
Santa. My two and a half year old son enjoyed it well
enough (for the first time ever) but my daughter - not
so much. To her it was akin to torture. Whether your
children enjoy the mall Santa or not, we’re bringing
back our favourite way - hands down - for your child to contact Santa during this awesome season.
SantaSpeaking.com was founded by Anne Gaskell (aka Elf Annie), a mom of three. She knows that
the mall Santa may not be all you were hoping for so she developed this service to “offer personalized
Santa Claus experiences that are modeled after the ideal Santa Claus figure.” The calls range from 3-5
minutes (single call) to 8-10 minutes (extended call) and I highly recommend the extended call if you
have more than one child or one that either really likes to talk or make take a few minutes to warm up.
My not-usually-shy little guy happened to receive his call at what should have been his nap time on a
day when he wasn’t feeling well so it took him that long to get across what he wanted to say. If you
have an older child, they’ll may talk the entire time or they may just listen wide-eyed, but no matter
what happens, the well trained (and background checked) Santa will fill the empty space with
questions and comments about your child’s life that only Santa could know. Even the skeptics will
have their hearts opened by a call from Santa Speaking. You can get an SantaSpeaking.com will send
you a MP3 of your child’s call and/or a mini-CD ornament to both listen to and hang on your tree year
after year.
The set up of the call is as simple as can be, and they’ve thought of everything in terms of ensuring
that Santa knows a ton of information about your child. He knew the names of my son’s best friends,
about his classes and hobbies and so much more - all of which I was able to effortlessly enter prior to
the call.
SantaSpeaking.com is tracking Santa’s progress this Christmas Eve so be sure to check in, and Santa
also has a blog! At SantaSpeaking.com, you can read the North Pole Gossiper, dance to Santa’s
Groovy Hits, get the recipe to make Santa’s fave hot chocolate and so much more. Whether you’re
purchasing a call or not, it’s a great site to visit. However, once you experience a call from Santa
Speaking you’ll likely be ordering a call every year. From $20 - $50, there’s one that’s affordable for
most families.
Win it! We’ve got a $60 SantaSpeaking.com gift code for one lucky T.O.P. reader! That
will cover the whole she-bang - an extended call and a mini CD ornament/MP3. Being
that it’s only ten days until Christmas (yikes!) we need to close this one off soon so get
your entries in quickly! Leave your comment by noon MST on 12/17/08, and the winner
will be notified that afternoon!
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 15th, 2008 in For Big Kids (6+), For PreSchoolers (3+), For Toddlers (1-3),
Giveaway!, Holiday Opinions | 36 Comments »

Save Money & Save Energy This Winter
Thanks to the Home Depot, we’ve been warming up our home this
season while cooling down our heating bills, and you can too. With
their help, we upgraded the energy efficiency of our home by
installing CFL light bulbs throughout the house, replaced a ton of
caulk and weather stripping, replaced our furnace filter, installed
dimmer switches throughout the house and installed a new
programmable thermostat. We could have done more if we were
made of time and money but we feel great having done what we
did.
The installs were, for the most part, self explanatory, but when they weren’t (or when we were just
afraid of electrocuting ourselves or burning our house down) Home Depot was there for us. They
offered us access to master tradespeople, but with the quality of help available online we didn’t end
up needing them. Scroll down on this page to see some of the great videos we used to help with our
installs, and check out the Home Depot podcasts too.
Home Depot carries over 1500 Energy Star products and over 900 EcoStar products to help you save
energy & save money in your house. Click here to see the ten great ways to save energy in your home.
Win it! We’re giving away a $100 Home Depot gift card good at US stores only so you
can save energy too. (You don’t have to be in the US to win, you only have to be able to
get there to shop!) Home Depot gift cards are a great idea for the do-it-herself-ers and
handymen on the gift lists, so you decide whether you keep it or share the love. To enter,
simply leave a comment on this post before noon mst on December 19, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 15th, 2008 in For The Folks, Giveaway!, Green Living & Organics | 539
Comments »

Smart-e-Bear for your little Smarty Pants
Am I showing my age if I tell you that the iCrib made me laugh out loud? Technology in bed? Who
needs it? Then I had kids and woke up. My two year old son can work my laptop’s touch mouse as
easily as I can, and ‘dot com’ was one of his first words. It’s here to stay so we might as well embrace
it, right?
Intellitoys’ brand new smart-e-bear is a joint venture
with Kids Preferred, a company you’ve read about
here before. “Together they created the newest
software tucked in a very soft bear, dog and cat. These
technology-friendly pals are simple to program and
easy to customize. Parents need only connect, click
and then hand over for cuddling.”

Retailing for $79.99 and directed at non-reading 2 to 6
year olds, smart-e-bear/cat/dog “encourages children
to discover and explore through a library of literally
thousands of award-winning songs, interactive stories,
educational games and other content that parents can selectively purchase through the Internet and
download to the toy with a super-easy USB connection.” Sounds crazy, right? But it’s SO cool! My
aforementioned two year old learned how to connect & disconnect a USB device (God help me) and
worked with me every step of the way in downloading stories, games and songs. Simon Says is a huge
hit around here, and thanks to Smart-e-Bear we’re playing it constantly. And I do mean constantly.
Whether Smart-e is around or not. There’s a huge selection of songs including some from one of our
previously reviewed faves, Dog on Fleas. The animals are 13” tall and contain an electronic insert
about the size of a deck of cards. They’re truly enchanting and there’s always something for kids to
discover as the software changes and grows with the child’s interests from the nursery to kindergarten.
One of the coolest features we tried was to download my child’s name from a long available list and
the smart-e-bear calls him by name. He and I both love that it can tell him stories, sing songs and even
go to bed with him playing soft & relaxing tunes while we cuddle. Show me a kid who wouldn’t like
this toy and I’ll show you a…
Never mind - you won’t find one.
Win it! Your choice of Smart-e-animal is up for grabs. Unfortunately, this one is US
shipping addresses only. Our sincere apologies to the other half of our readers - we try
not to ever let that happen but sometimes it’s necessary. American friends…to enter, head
over to to www.smartebear.com and peruse the Musical Artists, Games and Stories
available at the bottom of the page. Come back and comment with some faves that you
would download if you had a smart-e-bear. Perhaps you will very soon. Contest closes at
noon mst on Friday, December 19, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED - Congrats Krissy!
Posted on December 12th, 2008 in For PreSchoolers (3+), For Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway!, Hardware
& Techie Stuff | 40 Comments »

Is That an Elf on Your Shelf?
We are full to the brim with Christmas spirit around these parts. As anyone with a preschooler can
attest, Christmas rocks. Having an excitable child in your midst makes the holiday season truly
wondrous. There are so many traditions to pass on from our own childhoods and more to start fresh
with our children.
One tradition that I was excited to start this year was
Elf on the Shelf (caution: music loads automatically).
I was excited when I decided I was going to do it, and
now that the kids have experienced him I’m even more
excited and thrilled that we’ll be able to use him every

Christmas season to come and start a tradition that we
hope our children will pass on to theirs one day.
Elf on the Shelf, founded by mom, entrepreneur,
former teacher & writer Carol Aebersold, who teamed
with her daughter Chanda Bell, also a former teacher,
and award-winning illustrator Coë Steinwart to create
The Elf on the Shelf in 2005. The tradition of the shelf elf began for her family when her own
children were young.
She says, “Plagued by their desire to know how Santa really knew who had been naughty or nice, I
searched through the Christmas decorations for a plausible explanation. Nestled among them was the
answer; a small elf doll from my own childhood. With that discovery, the idea for the elf tradition was
born.
At our home the elf would arrive around the holidays, usually at Thanksgiving. His sole responsibility
was to watch my children’s behavior and report it to “Santa” each night. The next morning after the
children awoke, they discovered the elf had returned from the “North Pole” and was hiding in a
different place. My children would race each other out of bed to try and be the first to spy him in his
new position.
Over the years the tradition was perfected and rules were even introduced. For example, to better
preserve his mystique the children were not allowed to touch him; however, they were allowed to talk
to him. For obvious reasons, he was not allowed to reply. Eventually, my children even gave him a
name - officially adopting him into the family.
Unwittingly, the tradition provided an added benefit: it helped the children to better control
themselves. All it took was a gentle reminder that the “elf was watching” for errant behavior to be
modified.”
Seeing the look on my children’s faces when they first spotted the elf and their excitement as I read
them the story was the best gift of the season thus far. Each morning as they wake and search for the
elf the spirit of the season just keeps on giving. The gift of seeing that innocent wonder & bubbling
excitement in a child is the best gift a parent can receive, and the Elf on the Shelf gives it to us every
single day. Also a great gift? A little help with the crazy behaviour that comes with December. Just a
little added bonus.
Elf on the Shelf sells for $30 US and is available for purchase from their gift shop (shipping to US &
Canada) or by phone @ 877-919-4105 (for shipping worldwide or if you’d just rather not buy it
online). I also spotted one in the card shop at my local mall for $40, but it was the last one and every
other store I checked was sold out so online is the way to go if you’re as excited about getting this
tradition started as I am. There’s an additional activity book available for $15.
Win it! We’ve got an Elf on the Shelf gift pack including the book & elf to give to one
lucky reader. In order to allow the winner to use this for more than a few days, we’re
going to make this contest a little shorter than usual.

To enter, leave a comment on this post before noon mst on Monday, December 15, 2008.
The randomly selected winner will be contacted via email within the hour and the parcel
shipped that afternoon so that it can be enjoyed to the fullest this season. Good luck! (and
if you haven’t gotten an email by Monday at 1 pm mst, order one! Your family will love
it!)
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 11th, 2008 in Around The House, For Big Kids (6+), For PreSchoolers (3+), For
Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway!, Holiday Opinions | 155 Comments »

Sewing up Christmas Delight
This year has been a tricky year for a lot of families. With Canada and the United States in a
recession, many families are scaling back this holiday season. Our family just bought our first home,
so I knew in advance that I had to balance a great Christmas within a tight budget. I have been known
to go a little overboard in years past. We have moved a lot and I was constantly wrapped up in trying
to make up for that. With the best intentions in mind, I went overboard on spending.
This year I was determined to make Christmas mean more and ultimately cost less. I purchased the
children a few select items that I knew they would adore then began working on simpler, more
creative ways to make the celebration wondrous. Did I mention we just moved? This goal of mine
was getting complicated. How do I keep it simple, inexpensive and wonderful all at the same time?
I have had wonderful opportunities to sew up awesome
aprons and a tutu from YouCanMakeThis.com before
and knew that I could count on them for the perfect
pattern. I chose the “Easy-Fit” Pants - Girls & Boys!
Sizes 1-10 (Doll sizes, too!) pattern and got down to
work. I wanted a pattern that I could use over and over
for all the kids, knowing that each time I sewed with it
I would come up with better results. The pattern is
detailed and easy to work with. Since I was under time
constraints it was awesome to whip through a pair of
pajama bottoms in an evening (even with distractions
from the kids!)
I made these matching PJ’s (pictured) for under $30 (including the pattern from
YouCanMakeThis.com that I totally plan on reusing)! I know the kids are going to love the penguins
in Santa hats and totally dig that they are matching. Extra bonus … totally adorable Christmas
morning pictures of the kids in their ‘made with love’ PJ bottoms!
If you are looking for inspiration this Christmas that is not only cute but also thrifty, be sure to check
out the YouCanMakeThis.Com blog where they hosted the “Thrifty Under 50” Challenge encouraging a handmade holiday for under $50. The projects that the 50 participants came up with are
absolutely fabulous. Next year, I am totally going to make even more of an effort to make more,

spend less and enjoy the celebration with my family. By Chelle
Save 10% at YouCanMakeThis.com with the code MakeGifts until 12/31/08.
Win it! Two randomly selected winners will receive an eBook of their choice with a
maximum value of $20 each. To enter, visit YouCanMakeThis.com and then leave a
comment on this post letting us know which pattern to send you if your number is drawn.
Contest closes at noon mst on December 18, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 11th, 2008 in Activities, Hand-Making Stuff & Things To Do, For Babies (0-1),
For Big Kids (6+), For PreSchoolers (3+), wearables | 26 Comments »

Do Good With Good Shoes
From December 17-31, several styles of recently reviewed childrens’ shoes Pedipeds will be more
than 30% off, and 50% of total sales will go to the Make-A-Wish Foundation. They’re aiming for a
$100K donation so do your part for both the Make-A-Wish Foundation and the world economy and
buy some great shoes for your kids!
The following styles are on sale as part of this special:
RS810 - Andy - $31
RS590 - Demetri - $34
RS640 - Ryan - $27
RS680 - Dylan - $39
RS770 - McKenna - $31
RS364 - Chloe - $31
RS396 - Riley - $27
RS420 - Natasha - bw houndstooth - $27
RS650 - Tiffany - $27
RS600 - Emily - $27
217 - Liam - khaki/olive - $22
275 - Charlie - white/navy - $22
700 - Logan - $22
320 - Nathan - $22
561 - Janine - brown - $22
760 - Lexi - brown - $22
390 - Lexi - pink - $22
430 - Jane - $22
400 - Victoria - $22
342 - Faith - black - $22
313 - Abigail - mauve - $22
750 - Brooke - $22
420 - Natasha - bw houndstooth - $22

If you entered the contest (which closes at noon mst today!) and wanted one of these styles, please
consider buying them and do good with good shoes - nobody loses, everybody wins.
Posted on December 11th, 2008 in Footwear, Sale! | Comments Off

Holiday Special & Giveaway From How Fast They Grow
Earlier this year, we reviewed an awesome online
scrapping site called How Fast They Grow.
We loved the site then and we love it more now.
Let me refresh your memory…
…How Fast They Grow is a mom-owned full service
digital scrapbooking site. With their patent-pending
Digi-scrapbook program, you can scrapbook if you can
upload photos, drag & drop, choose colours and type.
There is seriously nothing to it, and the final product is
amazing! There are a ton of templates to choose from and more are being added all the time.
Founder Cathy Bennett recently informed me that they’ve dropped their price from $7.50 per page to
$5.50 per page - a permanent reduction of over 25%. That? Is awesome.
Until December 28, 2008 you can save an additional 15% with the code TOP15. With the new
prices, this means the page price is just $4.67…a super great deal.
Unfortunately they still don’t ship to Canada, but plan to add it in 2009.
Win it! We’re giving away a $50 Gift Certificate to How Fast They Grow. To enter,
browse the templates and leave a comment on this post letting us know some of your
faves that you might try if you win…or even if you don’t! Contest is open until noon mst
on Christmas day.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED - Congrats Helene!
Posted on December 11th, 2008 in Activities, Hand-Making Stuff & Things To Do, For Mom,
Giveaway! | 15 Comments »

Doodlestix - Because There’s No Such Thing as a Kid Having
Too Many Good Character Traits
Doodlestix?. What could THAT possibly be?,” I
thought to myself when I got the email about
potentially reviewing this product. It turns out,
Doodlestix is something I couldn’t wait to try with

my 6 year old son because it’s “a subscription based product that helps parents teach their children
character traits and to ‘do the right thing.’”
From their website: “We believe most parents want their children to do what’s right, but may not
have a good support structure for teaching them. That’s where Doodlestix comes in! We felt that kids
would be more likely to listen to instruction from another kid’s point of view and that this type of
influence should come early in their development, before they are exposed to negative influences in
the external environment.
Doodlestix is not intended to be the sole source of character education for your child. Rather, it is one
tool in your toolbox to support and reinforce your efforts to teach your children. Doodlestix provides
positive peer pressure for your child. Doodlestix is your child’s best friend!”
[Ed: If Doodlestix is your child's best friend, you need to get out more.]
How does it work? Children receive personalized letters from Doodlestix
detailing one of Doodlestix’s experiences and how that experience
demonstrates a character trait.
Who is Doodlestix exactly? He is a fictitious friend, who wants to be your
child’s pen pal. Doodlestix is basically a good kid and wants to do what’s
right, but often makes bad choices and suffers the consequences. Fortunately,
Doodlestix learns a lot in this process and is willing to write your child
frequently to teach them how to do what’s right and stay out of trouble.
Doodlestix discusses many common character traits such as honesty,
integrity, courage, responsibility, trustworthiness, respect, fairness, and much, much more. Each
character trait is presented with practical, everyday examples that will help your child understand not
only what the character trait is, but, more importantly, why it is important to be that way.
You can select the frequency at which Doodlestix will write your child a letter, and you can have it
personalized so that Doodlestix will mention specific things about your child such as their pet or
favorite game or TV show. Doodlestix is written in a gender-neutral manner, so it is appropriate for
both boys and girls. Also, while Doodlestix emphasizes basic moral and ethical principles, no one
particular religious viewpoint is expressed, so it is appropriate for children of all faiths or without
faith.
Along with each letter, parents receive a parent guide outlining the themes presented in the letter. The
parent guide also includes several discussion questions the parent can use as a launch pad for a
conversation about that particular character trait with their child.
Try it free for one month, and subscriptions start at just $1.95/month for email delivery and
$2.95/month for postal mail delivery. To order or find more information (including how you can try
the service for free for 30 days), visit http://www.doodlestix.com/ - by CPA Mom
NOTE: Contest entry is different than usual at the request of the sponsoring company. Please read
carefully.

Win it! We’re giving away two, 12 month subscriptions of the Doodlestix “two letters
per month” service - one to each of two randomly selected winners.
To enter, just leave a comment telling how you spread the word about Doodlestix before
noon mst on December 17, 2008.
Update your Facebook status, blog, twitter, e-mail or IM your friends this URL:
http://www.theopinionatedparent.com/2008/12/10/doodlestix/
We’re working on the honour system here…karma will bite you in the butt if you enter
without doing your part.
A short message like this should do the trick:
“Click here to read about Doodlestix, a cool parenting tool that’s being featured on one of
the leading product review blogs for parents, The Opinionated Parent.”
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNERS EMAILED - Congrats to Julie & Jennifer!
Posted on December 10th, 2008 in Activities, Hand-Making Stuff & Things To Do, For Big Kids
(6+), For PreSchoolers (3+) | 17 Comments »

Groovy Girls Special
Since over 225 of you wanted to win some Groovy Girl dolls from us and 225 of you didn’t…
A little special for you!
*Free Chetta Chic fashion item with any purchase of a RSVP doll.
*Free shipping for orders over $75.
Enter promo code RSVPGroovy at cart to receive promotion.
Offer expires 12/31/08
Free shipping applies to UPS Ground Shipment only from Manhattan Toy.
Posted on December 10th, 2008 in Special Offer | Comments Off

I Can Do That! (and so can you, little guy.)
We are game people who don’t have enough time to play
games. The family of too many hobbies. However, recently a
new game from I Can Do That Games showed up on our
doorstep and once the family got a glimpse of it they all
insisted we make time to play.

The Cat in the Hat - I Can Do That game is super high energy kind of like my children - that combines balancing, jumping,
sliding and more and celebrates a child’s “I Can Do That!”
attitude!
Just like in the book (which we have read a few times but now
read ad nauseum - thanks for that) The Cat in the Hat has
come for a visit and he wants to see all the things that your
child can do.
It’s super easy to play and you’ll likely find yourself laughing
non-stop like we were. Start by flipping over three cards to discover your new challenge. What will it
be? Can you jump up and down…while holding the fish…under your chin? Can you limbo under the
trick-a-ma-stick…while balancing the boat…on your stomach? If you think you can, shout, “I Can Do
That!” There are hundreds of hilarious possibilities. The player who earns the most stars wins! I was
suprised at the crazy things my little guy was able to do, and so was he.
Check out these other games all inspired by classic Dr. Seuss stories. I have no doubt they’d all be as
great an addition to the family game cupboard as The Cat in the Hat - I Can Do That!
Posted on December 10th, 2008 in Toys & Games & Just For Fun | 1 Comment »

Dapper Snappers Fix Droopy Drawers in a Snap!
My children, it seems, were fortunate to inherit my husband’s
long, lean figure. It’s wonderful…until their pants fall down. My
son, in particular, loses his drawers with astounding frequency.
That is, he did. Until I found Dapper Snappers. The adjustable
waist on all his pants don’t adjust enough to fit him well because
of the size he needs to accommodate his height. Invented by a mom of two skinny toddlers, Dapper
Snappers attach to the belt loops on the back of a child’s pants and cinch them tighter without the
dreaded belt. The last thing potty training or gotta-go-right-now youngsters need is a belt to fiddle
with.
If you’ve got a slimline kiddo in your midst, I highly recommend the Dapper Snappers rather than a
belt - you won’t be sorry when you’re not undoing & redoing a belt multiple times a day. They’re just
the right size for a stocking stuffer, too. They’re available online from ToddlerTech USA for only 9
bucks or buy big in a three pack for $24 or a six pack for $40. For girls, the cutesie Snapcessory
collection is stepped up a notch for $13. Totally worth it for something as necessary as keeping your
pants on. (Unfortunately, I don’t have that problem. I just can’t get them on in the first place.)
Win it! We’re giving away two original Dapper Snappers to two separate winners. To
enter, visit the shop to choose your favourite colour. Contest closes at noon mst on
December 16, 2008.

CONTEST CLOSED & WINNERS EMAILED
Posted on December 9th, 2008 in Accessories, Bangles, Baubles & More, For Big Kids (6+), For
PreSchoolers (3+), For Toddlers (1-3), Gadgets & Goodies, Giveaway!, wearables | 51 Comments »

Give the Gift of Safety and Save
What parent doesn’t want to give the gift of safety this year?
Save 20% on fire safety products until December 19th in the Kidde store on Amazon.com. Just click
on “Give the Gift of Safety” on www.kidde.com or visit the Kidde Amazon store directly and enter
85BR5532 as the promotion code when checking out.
Posted on December 8th, 2008 in Safety First!, Special Offer | Comments Off

KidDesktop - Bringing Computer Safety Back
Kids love computers and they instinctively want to push
all those buttons on the keyboard and click on all those
icons on the desktop. Even a well-meaning child can
accidentally click on an important document, an older
sibling’s school assignment, financial documents, treasured pictures, or more and - UH OH! KidDesktop.com
KidDesktop is a kid-friendly Windows desktop alternative that makes it simple and safe for the kiddos
to use the computer without the worry of accessing harmful web content or deleting your files or
applications. With KidDesktop, your child can visit only child-friendly sites, watch videos from a
personalized YouTube playlist, play games, upload pictures from a camera and view pictures locally.
When your child logs onto your computer he or she doesn’t even see the Windows desktop. Instead,
the child sees a child-friendly, customized start screen and an activity bar with their own favorite
activities. The desktop is icon-driven with spoken help: The start screen and Activity Bar are
completely icon-driven, and even include spoken help, to make it easy for even non-reading
preschoolers.
As both a teacher and a mother (and a blogger and a non-verified internet addict) I know there is great
value in the web as a research tool among other things, but so much of what’s out there is unsafe for
children. Instead of saying which pages or sites your child CANNOT visit, KidDesktop allows you to
designate sites they CAN visit so you don’t have to know about all of the bad ones in order to block
them. Each site has its own icon on the child’s activity bar. With each site you set up access for, you
can decide if your child can leave the site, view pop-up ads from the site, print from the site, or
download from the site.
With KidDesktop, your files are safe. Your child can’t purposefully or accidentally open, change, or
delete any other files or programs installed on your computer because your child doesn’t even see
those items. Children only see the KidDesktop screen with their own customized activity bar.

Even my 2.5 year old can safely use the computer now that we have installed his KidDesktop. He
feels like a big kid and we aren’t worried about him downloading a virus or getting a flash of porn
while he’s trying to find the next hidden letter in his online game.
Anyone can try it free for 15 days, but if you have kids that access the computer, you’re going to want
to buy the full version.
Win it! We’re giving away a fully licensed copy of KidDesktop to one lucky reader.
Simply leave a comment before noon mst on December 15, 2008 to be entered in the
random draw.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 8th, 2008 in For Big Kids (6+), For PreSchoolers (3+), Giveaway!, Software | 62
Comments »

Public Service Announcement - Preventing Gouged Eyes for
Nursing Mothers Everywhere
I’m a very proud breastfeeding mother. I feed my kids
anywhere, any time they’re hungry. Both of them have had the
awesome habit of stroking my neck or chest while they’re
nursing and it’s fabulous, but it’s not so fabulous when they get
a little older and it becomes hair pulling, eye gouging and nose
picking. I wish I’d discovered the Etsy shop Risky Beads a few
years ago. The Risky Beads nurse purse is the perfect solution
for preventing non-breast nursing injuries. (Sorry, they won’t stop the nipples as a teething toy thing.)
I have the Pomegranate Nurse Purse (pictured) and both my daughter and I love it. It’s a stunning 33
mm red carnelian gogo donut strung on dark brown waxed cotton cord. It’s the ‘downscaled for the
purse’ version of the linked image, which is an agate gogo donut strung on red and gold organza
ribbon and dark brown leather cord and accented with a tiger iron rondelle. Extender chains are
available if you like your necklaces extra long.
My little Bella loves holding onto and staring at the pendant while she nurses, and it prevents her
from pulling my hair the majority of the time. The Risky Beads stones are cold and smooth to the
touch and have a hole in the middle that makes it easy for babies to hold onto.
The nurse purse sells for only $12 (I know! Crazy!) and makes a great baby shower gift for the new
mama. I love having mine with me everywhere I go - it especially distracts my daughter from pulling
my clothing off while she’s nursing on the bench at the mall. Necklaces are also available sans the
purse & fancied up for under $25 in the regular necklace section.
With your purchase, you’ll get promotional offers from several other Etsy sellers. You know what’s
risky? Not having a nurse purse handy when your baby is hungry. Buy one - your eyeballs and hair
follicles will thank you.

Win it! Your choice of nurse purse is up for grabs! Head over to this link to choose the
one you want most, and come back to comment with your choice. Contest closes at noon
mst on Friday, December 12, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED (#25)
Posted on December 5th, 2008 in Accessories, Bangles, Baubles & More, For Mom, Giveaway!,
Nursing Mama | 39 Comments »

Pediped - The Next Best Thing to Bare Feet
I’m the first to admit that I’m a shoe snob. Not for
myself, as is evident by the worn out Birks in my closet,
but for my kids. Pedipeds are an awesome combination
of comfort, quality & style that passes even my
perfectionist standards.
Pediped™ footwear is designed to be the “next best
thing to bare feet.” They allow children’s feet to develop
naturally and provide optimal support and protection
during the developmental stages of babies’ feet – from
initial crawl to the first steps and beyond. It’s made with
premium, non-toxic, ECO grade leather and has foam
insoles & padded heels for a comfortable fit & shock
absorption. The distinctive styling - over 45 styles - is
nothing short of exceptional. Whether you like Mary
Janes, patent holiday shoes, traditional penny loafers,
breezy sandals or ultra-cool athletic shoes, Pedipeds is sure to have a style - or ten - that you’ll love
and can’t resist.
Shipping is only $5 within the US and $10 to Canada.
Win it! You could win a pair of Pedipeds Originals of your choice. To enter, go take your
pick and then leave a comment on this post with your fave style & size. Contest closes at
noon mst on December 11, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 4th, 2008 in Footwear, For Babies (0-1), For Toddlers (1-3), Giveaway! | 144
Comments »

Playtime is Portable - Even on an Airplane!
It’s time to get booking those holiday flights, and since the holidays
don’t really seem like the appropriate time to ditch the kids with
Grandma you’re going to have to bring them with you. Kids and

confined spaces aren’t a great combination at the best of time. Try it for
hours on end and mix it with the excitement of the holiday season and
you could very well be screwed if you don’t plan ahead.
Portable Playtime is a patent-pending kids backpack that converts to a
playmat designed to fit the airplane tray table. It’s the ideal accessory for
traveling by air. As your child’s carry-on, it is lightweight and foldable
and looks like a compact backpack. When you open it, though, Portable
Playtime becomes an instant playmat that fits on the fold-out trays on
airplanes. It is secured by adjustable straps and features easy-to-use
zippers and several pockets for storing toys and snacks. More important
than storing them, though, is the fact that it provides a germ-free
snacking & play area in what is otherwise a germ-filled bubble.
Portable Playtime comes in five fun styles: Plane Fun (pictured @ top & middle) , Aero Playin’,
Princess Adventure, Pirate Passage, and Enchanted Journey.
Now that I’ve got my Portable Playtime ready for my preschooler’s first airplane ride, I just need
someone to buy me the ticket. Any takers?
Win it! We’ve got a Portable Playtime mat in the Plane Fun style to give away. To enter,
leave a comment on this post before noon mst on December 10, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on December 3rd, 2008 in For Big Kids (6+), For PreSchoolers (3+), Giveaway!, Travel | 105
Comments »

Keychains, Keychains, and MORE Keychains!
One thing around my house that almost can NEVER be found is my keys! No
matter how hard I try, they always seem to be MIA when I need them. Most
often, after turning the house upside-down and blaming my toddler, I end up
finding them in the abyss I call my purse! Does this sound familiar to anyone
else? Well, I have to say that I think a lot of my problem is that I don’t really
have a distinguishable keychain. Just a ring of keys…But not for long!
WholesaleKeychain.com offers SO many awesome choices when it comes to
adding some “Bling” to your keys! From \Digital Photo Keychains to Sports
Keychains, to Automotive keychains in every imaginable brand,
WholesaleKeychain.com has got you covered! They even have Flashlight
keychains….Think safety, ladies! And how nifty would a USB keychain be?
Many of the keychains can even be personalized with anything you’d like!
Bottom line, when it comes to keychains, WholesaleKeychain.com ROCKS! - by Sara

Win it! Want to win a keychain of your own? The generous folks at
WholesaleKeychain.com have given us nine to give away!
That’s 3 Digital Photo Keychains, 3 LED Flashlight n keychains , and 3 Carabiner
Keychains!!! Wow, right? To enter, just go to WholesaleKeychain.com and tell us what
your favorite keychain of these three is and what colour you’d choose…You never know,
you might just win it!
Contest closes at 9 pm mst on December 8, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED & WINNERS EMAILED
Posted on December 2nd, 2008 in For Big Kids (6+), For Dad, For Tweens, Gadgets & Goodies,
Giveaway!, Hardware & Techie Stuff | 165 Comments »

Please Your Princess This Holiday Season With Prima
Princessa
Earlier this year, eight members of our team reviewed Prima
Princessa and, without fail, loved it. Prima Princessa is a ballet
DVD for kids ages 3-7 produced by Mary Kate Mellow and
Stephanie Troeller, both stay at home mothers. The DVD
features the Paris Opera Ballet performing Swan Lake, an
animated fairy ballerina, students from the School of American
Ballet, the official academy of the New York City Ballet and
some adorable pre-school children.
The DVD is still available from Amazon for $19.99, but we may
be able to save you twenty bucks, because…
Win it! Just in time for Christmas, we’re giving away
TEN copies of this fab DVD to ten randomly selected winners! To enter, simply leave a
comment on this post before noon mst on December 8, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED AND WINNERS EMAILED
Posted on December 1st, 2008 in DVDs, For Girls Only, Giveaway! | 148 Comments »

Road Mice - Cool Cars for (hard to buy for) Cool Guys
Toy cars have always been a hit gift for both kids and adults and
I’m quite sure they always will be. From simple toy cars to
high-tech remote control models, a car is a man’s best friend.
Second to the family dog, of course. Oh, and our wives. Parents and
kids now have a brand new high tech way to take their favorite car
out for a spin. Road Mice, a brand new line of optical wireless

computer mice, let’s car lovers cruise the Web in style.
Road Mice are exact replicas of some favorite automobiles (even the headlights work) that are
compatible with both Apple and PC desktops and laptops. There are nine models, including a 2008
Corvette which I tried out. There’s also a Chevy Camaro, a Dodge Charger SRT8, a Ford Mustang
GT, and several souped up police vehicles. The price point isn’t too high for such a cool gift and the
mouse works as well as any other good quality wireless optical mouse. It’s not something I’d buy for
myself but does make a wicked gift for the grease monkey on your list.
Each car mouse retails for $45 and for an additional $20 you can pick up Road Mice Insurance. “The
Road Mice™ Replacement Plan provides comprehensive coverage from day one. This plan covers all
of its Optical Wireless Road Mice products with no deductibles or other hidden charges. Its
comprehensive, bumper-to-bumper coverage that protects against all types of damage, including:
mechanical breakdown, crashes, theft, fire, acts of god, parental repossession, beverage or water
damage, earthquake, floods, drops, falling rocks, animal consumption, jealous friends or family
members stepping on it, and anything else that typical insurance companies will exclude from
coverage. The plan offers a one time product replacement per customer and does not include
shipping.” - by Kenton
Win it! We’re giving away a car mouse from Road Mice to one lucky T.O.P. reader. To
enter, visit the Road Mice site and choose your model and colour. Come back and leave a
comment with your choice. Pick carefully because that’s what you’ll get if you’re the
winner. Contest closes at noon mst on December 5, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED AND WINNER EMAILED
Posted on November 28th, 2008 in For Big Kids (6+), For Dad, For The Folks, Gadgets & Goodies,
Giveaway!, Hardware & Techie Stuff | 153 Comments »

Custom Clippies For Little Girls
When Amy Shek, a stay home mom of two, couldn’t find just what she was
looking for in stay-put hair clips for her daughter, she made her own. Once
she found what she considered the perfect clippie formula, she decided to
share it with the world.
At the newly launched www.CustomClippies.com, you’ll find a huge
assortment of clips, all of which Amy makes herself. Each one comes with
a no-slip grip. Her designs are unique, lightweight & comfortable, and the clips are very affordable
for the boutique quality that you’re getting.
My own daughter, with her super fine hair, is able to keep these clippies in for several hours - and she
looks darn cute!
Win it! We’ve got a set of two of the cutesie double flower stack pictured above to give
away to a reader. To enter, go have a browse around www.customclippies.com and come

back to comment with another one or two of her designs that you dig.
CONTEST CLOSED AND WINNER EMAILED
Posted on November 27th, 2008 in Accessories, Bangles, Baubles & More, For Big Kids (6+), For
Girls Only, For PreSchoolers (3+), Giveaway! | 28 Comments »

I Got Fiddled And I Liked It.
And that’s not even remotely as dirty as it sounds.
Photofiddle is a new-to-me site that I’ll be revisiting for sure as we
have family photos taken over the years. Recently my husband and I
took our first half-decent ‘us only’ photo in years. We had planned to
frame it somehow but hadn’t decided what to do. When we discovered
Photofiddle, we knew it simply had to be turned into a canvas.
With over 50 art styles to choose from and
four
products to put them on, there’s surely
something everyone’s going to love. We chose a wrapped canvas (a
12×18 is less than $100 including the fiddling) and we absolutely love
it.
Even more than the canvas itself, we loved the amazing choices that
Photofiddle offered. I simply sent them the bare straight-out-ofthe-camera image and they sent me back links to 50 fiddled choices in just a day or two - from turning
my husband and I into comic book characters to the oil painting above and the fantasy art & pastel
choices you see below. (Incidentally, we chose the oil painting and the canvas makes it look fab. We
were incredibly impressed with the quality of the canvas.)

Photofiddle is such an easy site to use, and it allows anybody to turn an uploaded digital photo into
super cool styles of art. After you decide on your product and design, you can order it in practically
any size ranging from 8″x8″ to 6 feet by 20ft in canvas or art prints, framed or unframed. Like limited
edition artists, Photofiddle creates extremely high quality work but for a fraction of the price.
It’s like having a friend who’s really great at photoshopping but can also create cool works of art with
their designs and deliver it right to your door. Fast.
Win it! Photofiddle is giving away a $50 gift certificate to one T.O.P. reader for the
holidays. To enter, leave a comment mentioning which of the 50 art styles you like best
and think you might use your $50 toward. Contest closes at noon mst on December 3,
2008.

CONTEST CLOSED & WINNER EMAILED
Posted on November 26th, 2008 in Around The House | 89 Comments »

Picci Debuts Natura Collection
Luxurious Italian baby bedding manufactuere Picci debuts
their Natura Collection for 2009. This exquisite bedding in
a stylish ivory and chocolate color combination, is made
from 100% certified organic materials. The cotton used in
Natura is grown using natural fertilizer and free from
chemical treatments with no heavy metals used to dye the
fabrics and soft stuffing. It is also free from impurities and
derived entirely from maize ensuring that it is
hypoallergenic. Even the threads used in embroidering and
sewing the Natura Collection are certified organic. Picci
respects a child’s environment and health with this
beautiful new organic bedding offering.
The retail for the 3 piece set is $450 at Goores and there are many accessory items available as well.
Save 10% on any Picci order from www.goores.com with the code top10pic.
Posted on November 25th, 2008 in Beds & Blankets | Comments Off

Tis The Season of Giving
Robeez has launched its fourth annual Season of Giving campaign, a charitable initiative to donate
shoes to infants in-need during the holiday season.

For every free e-card sent from the Season of Giving website, Robeez will make a $5 product
donation via its charitable partner, Kids in Distressed Situations (K.I.D.S.).
It’s easy: one card = $5 worth of Robeez footwear; 10 cards = $50 worth of Robeez footwear, and on
and on! I’ve sent mine - won’t you? It takes but a moment, is completely free and helps kids in need.
Does it get much better?
For taking the time (literally, just a minute) to send an e-card, Robeez is also offering you a chance to
win one of seven new Shoes and Socks Gift Sets. I’ve seen them - they’re worth WAY more than a
minute of your time.
Robeez’ goal is to send a $250,000 product donation this holiday season, and they’re over half way
there! Let’s all head over and help them out.

The campaign ends December 20. You can send an e-card from seasonofgiving.robeez.com.
Posted on November 25th, 2008 in Random Reviews | 2 Comments »

The Greeting Has Style
It is almost that time of year again! I so adore
Christmas. Even over great distances the Holidays
bring people closer together. We have lived far from
family and friends for a long time now, however every
Christmas I always send packages and Christmas greetings home. It is a simple, yet wonderful way to
reconnect with everyone.
I had the amazing fortune to review holiday cards from Simple Salutations, a company run by two
moms who are also sisters. Kris, the designer, has a background at Walt Disney Feature Animation.
All of the card options are gorgeous! I skipped over to the Holiday section and was taken aback by the
awesome selection. The style and graphics are truly beautiful.
I decided on flat cards (folded are also available), and settled on the Holiday Quilt design. *gasp*

When the cards arrived in the mail I squealed in delight! The entire process was quick, simple and
efficient. Seriously - who has time for anything less? I am so happy with my cards, I can hardly wait
to send them out to family and friends!
- By Chelle
Save 10% with the code opinionated.
Head to the TOP Shops for more exclusive codes just for you!
Win it! Simple Salutations is giving one T.O.P. reader a ten card set of their choice! To
enter, visit the site & leave a comment on this post letting us know which card you’d like
to have if you are the lucky winner. Contest closes at noon mst on December 2, 2008.
CONTEST CLOSED AND WINNER EMAILED - CONGRATULATIONS TO #11, tuesday!
Posted on November 25th, 2008 in For The Folks, Giveaway!, On Paper | 62 Comments »

Hiccup. Oops!
Thank you for the 127 emails I got today mentioning that the T.O.P. site was goofing up. We were
upgrading our blogging platform and it’s all good now.
Scroll down to check for five valid contests!
Posted on November 24th, 2008 in Random Reviews | Comments Off
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